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Model Number: 78.285

Mosmatic 78.285 Tile and Grout Hand Held 8 inch Spinner Wand Brush Lip 5000 psi swivel 78.285

FL-ABB 200 Water Recovery

Manufacturer: Mosmatic Pressure Washing Equip

    

FL-AB Surface Cleaner &ldquo;Graffiti&ldquo; with Air and Vacuum Recovery System
The basic professional wall and surface cleaner FL-ABB 200 and
FL-ABK 200, are used for: Graffiti removal, restoration of various surfaces, building
cleaning, tile and grout cleaning, counter tops, shower walls, wood surfaces, hard to
reach tight areas, etc.

The wall surface cleaner with air vacuuming, is the perfect tool, to clean any kind of
hard to remove dirt, paint, ect. No over spray or flying debris, guarantees a safe and
clean work area. Features include: Stainless steel deck construction, newly
developed DYW swivel and a HP-Gun. The professional line is ready to use with no
tools required for assembly.  Uses 2" vacuum hose (not included) for air and water
pick up.

Ships World Wide for $100 (international by US Postal Service)

Receive half price shipping if pick up at SteamBrite San Antonio, TX
 
 
 

FL-ABB 200
Needs 2500 psi and at least 2.5 gpm to spin.  Please make sure you have enough
pressure and gpm flow to use this tool!
Part No. 78.235
 
200 mm Stainless Steel Housing
350 bar Maximum Pressure
120&deg;C Maximum Temperature
2.7 kg Weight
2 x Rotor Arm
2 x 1503 Nozzles for Rotor Arm
 
Included:
- Handle
- Relax Action HP-Gun
- Nozzles
- Vacuum
- Brush
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Requires at least 3 gpm and 2500 psi to spin.  
Please note the Mosmatic tools do not come with any quick disconnects (QD) to hook
the spray gun to the pressure washer or tile cleaning machine machine.  The gun is
threaded with 3/8" Female International Pipe (FIP) connection.  Please add the
correct pressure washing QD and/or carpet cleaning QD do your order.
  

Recovery System
This feature is a must for everyone looking for the perfect cleaning job. This specially
designed cleaning feature will recover the water and dirt from your cleaning job.
 
Brush
Ideal for outside applications such as, concrete, brick, limestone or wood surfaces.

    
        
            
            Swiss Engineering
            Part No. 55.020
            
            High rpm stainless steel DYW swivel features reinforced self lubricated
stainless steel ball bearings for improved performance. The dual spring based carbide
seal system, guarantees long lasting operation under tough conditions.
            
        
    

  Print Brochure

 
 

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 06 December, 2010
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